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When you experience fabulous brows, heads will convert! This go-to instruction from the
eyebrow professionals at Benefit Cosmetics has all you need to raise your brows to their
beautiful greatest and improve the eyebrows around you. All you have to is a little know-how
and an excellent eyebrow shaping— In this publication you will . Lucky for you personally, it's
never been less difficult or more affordable to really get your brows looking their best.it's as an
instant face-lift! . Go through the joy of keeping your brow sanity at home; Discover how to
obtain your brows into perfect shape; Compare the professionals and downsides of waxing,
tweezing, threading, and more; . Plus, get tons of tips and methods from the eyebrow pros
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Learned nothing I'm an esthetician that will brows and thought this might help with some
shaping methods. The book is a bunch of silly fluff and the info is not really useful. it had been
good but this publication is pretty awesome! I LOVE IT. okay Not an excessive amount of 'extra'
info. I LOVE IT. Five Stars Great book! really helps! So-so This book is ok. there's some
cheekiness to it which i actually like. The Brow bible ought to be called. If you are a professional
who has a license and a desire to earn more about eyebrows than you've already learned from
school, this book has probably one chapter of 'fresh' information. i would recommend it to
anyone who really wants to step up their overall look. Five Stars Thank you!! awesome eyebrow
book! who knew there was so much to say about eyebrows? Great information but. this is a
sweet little book. They weren't practical and were overly "made up". good pics of ladies of
different ethnicities and face types. It offers great pictures and design but is actually an
advertisement. i've a few different makeup books but none cover eyebrows and also this one.
for the purchase price you can't defeat it. I skimmed it once and will most likely not consider it
again. i do possess another eyebrow publication which is a lot smaller, paperback and dark and
white. In any other case I recommend this to people who want to do their very own eyebrows at
home and don't have got a icense nor visited school. eyebrows make such a difference!!! I as
well carry out brows for a living and was disappointed in a lot of the before/after illustrations......
it's hard cover, full of all sorts of information. Just not practical or natural looking at all but, all the
info in this reserve is fantastic. I loved the annals it dove into and the advice provided.
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